Paper Palms

This fun craft is an easy way to make a palm tree with your kids. You only need four supplies!

What you need:

- A toilet paper tube
- Green paper
- Scissors
- Tape

What to do:

1. Fold the green paper in half.
2. Draw four half-oval shapes along the folded edge.
3. Cut out the half oval shapes. These are your palm fronds.
4. Cut small slits into the unfolded edge of the half ovals. This represents the shape of your palm fronds.
5. Tape two palm fronds together by one end. Tape the other two palm fronds by one end together.
6. Tape both pairs of palm fronds together into a perpendicular shape.
7. Flip the group of four palm fronds over. Set the toilet paper tube in the center.
8. Tape the group of four palm fronds to the toilet paper tube.
9. Flip the toilet paper tube over so the palm fronds are on top.
10. You are all done!

Tune in today to Como Live on Facebook at 1:30pm to learn about the palms in the Palm Dome.